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NON-RELATIONAL APPROACH TO DEVELOPING KNOWLEDGE BASES 
OF EXPERT SYSTEM PROTOTYPE

Purpose. Use of a non-relational database management system is proposed while developing a database of a prototype of expert 

system with using a semantic model of the knowledge.

Methodology. The study compares traditional relational approach with the proposed non-relational one in terms of the forma-

tion of certain queries. The following indices are used to compare effi  ciency of two management systems for the databases: par-

ticular query set (in MySQL and Cypher languages); runtime for the specifi ed record size (i.e. their processing speed); ease of 

understanding: and software support of the queries.

Findings. It has been identifi ed that the graph model is a more expedient solution in the process of designing semantic net-

works and their development where complex hierarchical relationships between objects have to be stored and processed. Archi-

tecture of the graph database has been applied in terms of the specifi c example. A prototype of an expert system has been devel-

oped to demonstrate the capabilities of the created system of logical inference. The classifi er of sciences was chosen as an example 

in the subject area.

Originality. A prototype of the expert system, using the proposed non-relational approach, has been designed involving mod-

ern service-oriented architecture (SOA). The abovementioned helped separate the database from the inference engine and the user 

interface, facilitate perception as well as update and code debugging. Service-oriented architecture makes the system more fl exible 

and robust.

Practical value. The developed software is meant to develop both simple expert systems and medium-complex ones.

Keywords: semantic network, database, graph model, Neo4j, SOA

Introduction. In the modern information society, there is 

an increasing need for the use of the latest technologies in 

various fi elds to improve data processing and storage methods 

which are increasingly unstructured, poorly structured, or re-

quire processing of complex hierarchical relationships between 

objects. The latter is relevant for the development of expert 

systems. This feature of the data causes a number of problems 

for the application of traditional approaches based on the rela-

tional data model to the construction of data warehouses that 

are integrated into software systems. Traditional relational da-

tabases lose performance when storing such data.

Expert systems are applicable to solve problems involving 

practices of professionals. Intellectuality of expert systems is a 

potential to function with the formalized specialist knowledge 

in the context of so-called database. Information acquisition 

from the analysis of processes of problems, solved by special-

ists, and their formalization is the model of the expert behavior 

in the context of the specifi c fi eld of knowledge. Inference pro-

cedures and decision procedures are applied for the problem-

solving within the expert systems.

Usually, the structure of expert systems consists of the fol-

lowing:

- subsystem of knowledge acquisition being responsible for 

its accumulation, transfer, and transformation from the expert 

information;

- database containing the knowledge used to formulate 

rules;

- interference machine consisting of procedures and algo-

rithms able to make conclusions;

- user interface for user-computer communication;

- explanation subsystem substantiating the decision made 

by the system.

Literature review. The problem topicality is substantiated 

by the reviews [1] describing the current research and develop-

ments in the fi eld of expert systems. Nowadays, the expert sys-

tems are used by business [2], medicine [3], agriculture [4], 

education [5], defense industry [6] and by other engineering 

applications and by many other spheres.

Development process of the expert system applies data and 

information accumulated by the knowledge base. Its imple-

mentation depends upon the selected classical model of 

knowledge representation: semantic, logical, rule-oriented, 

frame-based model. Moreover, fuzzy-logic expert systems are 
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also widely used [3]. Use of apparatus of artifi cial neural net-

works is the specifi c tendency in the fi eld of expert system de-

velopment [7, 8].

Semantic network, being the most visual and practical one 

for software implementation, is the most popular model to 

represent knowledge in the context of expert systems.

There are many technologies to represent semantic data 

[5, 9, 10], but they cannot take into consideration database 

representation in the form of graphs. Graphs are applied pro-

ductively in terms of image classifi cation problems in the pro-

cess of imaging and pattern recognition [11–13].

As a rule, graph algorithm is implemented in the intellec-

tual analysis [14, 15]. Graph capability to store data as well as 

their relations is also used in algorithms of process detection 

[16, 17]. The listed scientifi c sources demonstrate the great in-

terest of many researchers in the use of graph models in terms 

of various problems. Graph databases are satisfi able for the 

link analysis; hence, they are of utmost interest to be used for 

the development of expert systems in terms of which graph 

data structure is quite natural.

Purpose. Subject of the research is a process of inference 

within the expert system on the basis of a semantic network 

within the use of a graph data model.

The research objectives are as follows:

- to carry out comparative analysis of the effi  ciency of a 

traditional relational database and a graph database in terms of 

the developed test case;

- to apply the graph database for the elaboration of inter-

ference mechanism in the context of expert systems;

- to select a strategy for the system architectural design;

- to develop a prototype of expert system.

Proposed approach. Comparison of a relational database 

and a graph database. The expert system being elaborated has 

been developed with the use of a four-stage semantic model of 

knowledge representation involving a methodology of the 

software lifecycle: selection of a model for data storage while 

database developing; design of the expert system; prototype 

implementation; and the system test.

Traditionally, relational data models dominate among the 

means of data storage. Eventually, developers of software ap-

plications faced problems, to solve which the relational data-

bases are not suffi  cient as for the query speed and ease of dis-

play of the data structure. Moreover, from time to time, soft-

ware implementation of the queries in the SQL language turns 

out to be a problem. For instance, if it is required to implement 

multilevel database connections within a relational database, it 

will be a multilevel chain of multiaspect requests of JOIN-

based connections.

A relational base stores data in columns and lines. Never-

theless, the columns and lines diff er from the data available in 

the real world. More like, the data exist as objects as well as 

connections between them. Right within EC, connections be-

tween the data may be more valuable than the data themselves. 

Relational model turns out to be not fl exible enough to devel-

op complex queries, and to process various hierarchical and 

multilevel connections between the objects.

So-called Not only SQL (NoSQL) data storages have 

been developed as an alternative to the relational bases. One 

of the branches of such databases is a graph one where data 

are stored in a form of a graph rather than in a tabular form. 

Nodes and connections are the basic components of the 

graph model. The graph bases are more preferable while data 

handling.

The matter is that just connections between objects are 

quite important especially when it is required to backtrace the 

connections several levels deep. At the same time, relational 

databases calculate connections during querying through the 

complicated JOIN operations, graph data base save the con-

nections together with data in the model.

The listed advantages and the current tendencies to solve 

certain problems on the basis of information saving in the form 

graphs as well as the problems of optimum processing of the 

relations and their connections stimulated to select the graph 

model of data storage in the process of expert system develop-

ment for which such a graph data structure is natural. Selec-

tion of the graph databases for semantic network implementa-

tion within expert system may simplify algorithm complexity 

owing to the proper architecture.

A number of papers concern review, analysis, relational 

databases and nonrelational databases comparison as well 

as examples of their usage [18, 19]. The research stood 

clear of design and development of expert systems with the 

use of semantic networks as the model of knowledge repre-

sentation.

In terms of formulation of one and the same queries with 

the use of diff erent data models, the following problem be-

comes topical: whether a graph model is more expedient solu-

tion while designing and developing semantic networks where 

complex hierarchical connections between objects should be 

stored and processed.

Neo4j graph database, developed on the basis of a high-

level object-oriented Java language, has been used to imple-

ment a semantic model. Currently, Neo4j is the most popular 

graph databases with proper processing capabilities: own que-

ry language and data manipulation (Cypher); and own data 

storage format adapted specially for graph information repre-

sentation. To compare with the relational DBMS, such an ap-

proach makes it possible to apply extra optimization while 

handling data being of a more complex structure.

Neo4j architecture has been designed to optimize such 

processes as management, storage, and bypassing nodes and 

connections. In the context of Neo4j, relations are important 

objects being the connections between essences. The relation-

al model is not fl exible enough to create complex queries as 

well as handle various hierarchical and multilevel relationships 

between objects. It is known that in the relational database, 

JOIN productivity decreases exponentially with the increased 

relation number. Instead, in the Neo4j the operation is per-

formed as a linear navigation algorithm from one node to an-

other.

The two DBMSs were tested using a PC with the following 

characteristics: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3210M CPU @ 2.50 GHz 

processor, 64-bit operating system, х64 processor, 6 Gbyte 

RAM.

Comparison with the help of MySQL involved making a 

TEST_TABLE and completing it. Identical data were applied 

to complete a base developed in Neo4j.

The following indices were used to compare effi  ciency of 

the two DBMSs: certain query set (in the MySQL and Cypher 

languages), their processing speed, ease of understanding, and 

ease of software implementation of the queries. Among other 

things, two queries were considered: a root node search (Q1 

query) and multilevel node sampling (Q2 query). The test re-

sults have helped identify the time to execute two types of que-

ries in terms of 1000 recordings (nodes). Tables 1 and 2 dem-

onstrate test results for the queries.

Table 1
Time to exe cute Q1 query

Database Query Structure

Query

execution 

time (msec)

MySQL 

5.6(64)

SELECT out_node FROM `TEST_TA-

BLE`

WHERE out_node NOT IN

(SELECT in_node FROM `TEST_TA-

BLE`);

0.2

Neo4j 

3.2.3

MATCH (n)

WHERE NOT (n)<-[]-()

RETURN n

3.0
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The presented data indicate that there is not always an un-

deniable advantage in speed between relational and non-rela-

tional databases. Examples of the formation of certain queries 

using two diff erent data models have shown that the databases 

managed to get effi  ciently through the test queries in terms of 

the specifi ed data amount. In the context of the amount of 

data being tested, processing speed turned out to be compara-

ble for the two databases. The considered number of record-

ings (nodes) cannot achieve the data amount where advan-

tages of graph databases become obvious. However, choosing 

a graphical storage model to implement a semantic network in 

an expert system can simplify the complexity of algorithms due 

to its architecture which is designed to optimize processes such 

as management, storage as well as bypassing nodes and con-

nections.

Service-oriented structure in the process of an expert sys-
tem prototype development. There are two basic approaches to 

develop complex information systems: monolithic architec-

ture and service-oriented architecture (SOA). For a long time, 

so-called “monolithic architecture” dominated. In terms of 

the approach, the system is a monolith located physically in 

terms of one machine, which is initiated in one process, and 

performs all business operations of the system.

To compare with the monolithic system, capable of hori-

zontal scale only, a system with service-oriented architecture is 

based upon the use of the distributed, loosely connected re-

placed components equipped by the standardized interfaces to 

interact according to the standardized protocols. Hence, it 

consists of a set of independent services focused on the proper 

task. If the components implement their specifi c function, then 

it means they can be applied in the context of other systems.

In the strict sense, it is the requirement for successful ex-

pert systems to separate a database from a logic inference ma-

chine as well as from a user interface. The abovementioned 

makes it possible to supplement the database by the facts and 

rules from various resources with no changes for users.

As it is known, a modular principle is applied to develop 

expert systems, i.e. database and inference mechanism are dif-

ferent components. SOA solves connectivity problem at the 

level of the software component through the standardized pro-

tocols and interfaces. Moreover, if the system components are 

independent in fact, then their boundaries are well defi ned 

indeed (as it in the structure of expert system. Hence, SOA use 

is especially effi  cient.

Owing to the component distribution between diff erent 

server nodes as well as to independent interaction language, 

it becomes possible to use absolutely alternative program-

ming languages, interaction tools, and data storage. That 

makes it possible to select the best and the most convenient 

solutions and to make experiments, e.g. with new methods of 

data storage.

Among other things, if there is a solution to transfer data 

from a graph database to relational or document-oriented, or 

to a hybrid database, then nonavailability of SOA approach 

would stipulate the necessity for the third-party software pro-

grammers to develop a code querying directly the database 

which would destruct the databases component. SOA use 

helps databases setup for the interface takes place indepen-

dently. Thus, transfer from one databases type to another in-

terface can change and destruct nothing.

Obviously, SOA makes application more robust: even if 

one of the components fails, it will not result in the crash of the 

whole application. For instance, a server with admin panel 

may shutdown; nevertheless, database server and a server of a 

user application will operate as usual.

When SOA is applied, the program is the distributed sys-

tem messaging according to a specifi c protocol. Currently, 

REST is a silent standard in the process of SOA development 

applied by the paper.

REST advantages:

- possibility to call remote function as well as possibility to 

link information to the service (as distinct from RPC);

- transfer of data as well as their state while calling the ser-

vice (as distinct from SOAP);

- possibility to use JSON format of data coding (as distinct 

from SOAP applying XML).

Consequently, REST approach advantage in the process of 

SOA development is obvious.

The following tools were used while developing the expert 

system: REST API (for the system component communica-

tion); databases Neo4j (for the database storage); CodeIgniter 

framework (for the admin panel); and Knockout framework 

(for a User Interface component).

Figs. 1 and 2 represent structures of a monolithic architec-

ture, and SOA architecture. Use of SOA (Fig. 2) makes it pos-

sible to modify every of the three parts, shown in Fig. 1, with 

no interface changes. Fig. 2 demonstrates a partial case of SOA 

architecture used to develop an interference machine while 

creating the expert system.

Hence, service-oriented architecture of the developed 

product helps facilitate understanding, debugging, and code 

modifying if appropriate. Moreover, it is of the necessary fl ex-

ibility required by expert systems.

Results. Development of an expert system prototype helps 

avoid numerous reworks while creating a run-time version of 

the expert system and use a potential of a preliminary compre-

hensive testing. Test data of the science classifi er have been ap-

plied as an example. A prototype of expert system has been 

developed as a result of the research. The prototype supports 

expediency and effi  ciency of the applied SOA concept accord-

ing to which the program has individual components – ad-

ministrative component and user one. An administrator may 

 Table 2
Time to execute Q2 query

Database Query Structure

Query

execution 

time (msec)

MySQL 

5.6(64)

SELECT out_node, in_node FROM 

(SELECT * FROM TEST_TABLE 

ORDER BY out_node, in_node) 

nodes_sorted, (SELECT @pv := '1') 

initialisation

WHERE fi nd_in_set(out_node, @pv)

AND length(@pv := concat(@pv, ',', 

in_node))

AND in_node != 1000;

1.2

Neo4j 

3.2.3

MATCH result = ({ value:0 })-[*]-

>({ value:1000 })

RETURN result

3.0

Fig.  1. Common  monolithic architecture

Fig.  2. SOA ar chitecture
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create statements to form database of the expert system proto-

type (Fig. 3).

Implementation of the program provides the opportunity 

for a user to obtain a name of the specifi c knowledge domain 

from a more abstract level. The data are arranged in the order 

of choice to a more special area. The search results in certain 

scientifi c discipline.

As a result of the introduction of statements within the ad-

ministrator panel, relevant data of the science classifi er are 

generated automatically in the graph databases Neo4j (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 5 demonstrates a user interface panel.

While selecting one of the proposed possible answers, a 

user obtains a new corresponding set of statements specifying 

previous ones. During the search stage, preliminary query re-

sults are stored in the history being available to the user. More-

over, along with the results selected previously, support level 

value is also displayed which can be interpreted as a reliability 

level of the obtained results.

Conclusions. The paper considered a possibility to apply 

graph database for the development of knowledge base of ex-

pert system.

The developed test examples have been applied to com-

pare a traditional database of a relational type with a graph 

database. The test examples have helped determine that the 

both databases managed to get effi  ciently through the test 

queries in terms of the specifi ed data amount. Search time in 

terms of a relational database and a graph database diff er 

nominally. In the context of the amount of data being tested, 

processing speed turned out to be comparable for the two da-

tabases.

Non-relational graph DBMS (database managing sys-

tems) should be used for processing and storing large Fig. 3 . Adminis trator interface

Fig. 4.  Graphic p resentation of data in terms of Neo4j DBMS
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amounts of data with a fl exible structure where data is close-

ly connected in relationships that can go deeper into several 

levels, if hard disk resources are less important and the 

search should be performed quickly. For small systems that 

have a clear fi xed data structure, it is better to use a rela-

tional database.

The key features and advantages of the use of service-ori-

ented architecture instead of the classic monolithic solution in 

the process of the expert system development have been con-

sidered.

As a result, an expert system prototype has been developed 

with the use of the graph database and service-oriented archi-

tecture. In the long view, the developed software is meant to 

develop both simple expert systems and medium-complex 

ones. Moreover, it demonstrates a potential to have a func-

tional of an expert system shell.
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Мета. Застосування нереляційної системи управлін-

ня базами даних при розробці бази знань прототипу екс-

пертної системи з використанням семантичної моделі 

представлення знань.

Методика. Проведено порівняння традиційного ре-

ляційного підходу й запропонованого нереляційного на 

прикладах формування певних запитів. Для порівняння 

ефективності двох систем управління базами даних ви-

користані наступні показники: певний набір запитів (мо-

вами MySQL і Cypher), час виконання для заданого роз-

міру записів (швидкість їх обробки), простота розуміння 

та програмної реалізації запитів.

Результати. З’ясовано, що графова модель є більш до-

цільним рішенням при проектуванні та створенні семан-

тичних мереж, де потрібно зберігати та обробляти склад-

ні ієрархічні зв’язки між об’єктами. На конкретному 

прикладі застосована архітектура графової бази даних. 

Для демонстрації можливостей створеної системи логіч-

ного висновку розроблено прототип експертної системи. 

В якості предметної області для прикладу було обрано 

класифікатор наук.

Наукова новизна. Прототип експертної системи, що 

використовує запропонований нереляційний підхід, спро-

ектований із застосуванням сучасної сервісно-орієнтова-

ної архітектури (Service-oriented architecture, SOA). Це до-

зволило відокремити базу знань від машини логічного ви-

воду та інтерфейсу користувача, полегшити сприйняття, 

зміну й налагодження коду. Сервісно-орієнтована архітек-

тура робить систему більш гнучкою та стійкою до збоїв.

Практична значимість. Розроблене програмне забез-

печення призначене для створення простих і середніх за 

складністю експертних систем.

Ключові слова: семантична мережа, база даних, графо-
ва модель, Neo4j, SOA
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